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2023 Reading Fair Rubric
Technology - Fiction

** The scoring categories Plot Summary, Presentation, and Interest are weighted. Multiply the rubric
score by 2 for the category score.

Category 3 2 1 0 Score

Book Title
(capitalization

NOT considered)

Title is present
and is easily
visible,
neatly written,
and there are
NO errors in
spelling.

Title is present but
is either not easily
visible or neatly
written OR
there are errors in
spelling.

Title is present,
but is not easily
visible or neatly
written
AND there are
errors in spelling.

NOT
Listed

Author The author is
listed, along with
one or
more
sentences/bulle
ts about the
author’s
background.

The author is listed
correctly.

The author’s
name is listed in
the project with
spelling and/or
capitalization
errors.

NOT
Listed

Main
Character(s)

The main
characters are
listed in the
project along with
two or more
sentences/bullets
about each one.

The main characters
are listed in the
project, along with a
single
sentence/bullet
about each one.

The main
characters are
listed in the
project.

NOT
Listed

Setting
(place and time
of the story)

A place and time
that the story
takes place is
given, along with
a description
about the setting.

A place AND time
that the story takes
place is given.

The place OR
time that the
story takes
place is given.

NOT
Listed

Plot Summary
(2) (brief
summary
of the story)

The plot
summary is
written in
paragraph form
and includes
the conflict and
solution/resolution.

The plot summary is
written in a
paragraph, but is
mostly a retelling of
the book. The
conflict or the
solution/resolution
is missing.

The plot summary
is written in a
sentence or two.

NOT
Listed

Author’s
Purpose
(Reason the
author wrote
the story - to
entertain,
persuade,
inform)

The author’s
purpose is written
in paragraph
form with
explanation
containing
evidence from
the text.

The author’s
purpose is written
in a single
sentence without
any explanation
containing evidence
from the text.

The author’s
purpose is
written in a few
words.

NOT
Listed



Theme
(the message
or  moral of
the
story)

A theme is
identified  and
supported with 2
or more examples
of evidence from
the  text.

A theme is
identified and
supported with 1
example of
evidence from the
text.

A theme is identified. NOT
Listed

Genre Type of fiction is
identified and
supported with 2
or more
examples of
evidence from the
text.

Type of fiction is
identified and
supported with 1
example of
evidence from the
text.

Type of fiction is
identified.

NOT
Listed

Mood
(author-creat
ed
atmosphere)

A mood is
identified and
supported with 2
or more
examples
of evidence from
the text.

A mood is identified
and supported
with 1 example of
evidence from the
text.

A mood is identified. NOT
Listed

Score – Side A

(30 pts possible)

Prop(s) –
could include
costume
*Book is not
considered a
prop

Student
incorporates 2 or
more props that
show
work/creativity.
Student provides
an oral
connection to
the text.

Student
incorporates 1 prop
that shows
work/creativity.
Student  provides an
oral
connection to the text.

The prop(s)
chosen by the
student does  not
include an oral
connection to the
text.

NONE

Composition
(Includes
errors in
capitalization,
grammar,
punctuation,
and spelling)

Student writing is
neat with ALL
sentences
completely  clear
and logical with  NO
errors.

Student writing is
neat with MOST
sentences  clear and
logical with 1  or 2
errors.

Student writing is
unclear with
more  than 2
errors.

NOT Evident

Creativity –
Originality

Ideas are highly
innovative and
original to project.
Choice of materials
is  well suited to
text.

Ideas show
inspiration from
borrowed sources
but merge some
original ideas into
the  work. Choice
of
materials is
somewhat well
suited to text.

Mostly mimics
ideas borrowed
from
others and
reflects  minimal
original
thought. Choice
of  materials is
not well suited to
text.

NOT Evident

Technology
Project Design

Color, shape, size,
and arrangement
of graphics
contribute visual
appeal to the

Color, shape, size,
and arrangement of
graphics contribute
some visual appeal
to  the overall

Color, shape, size,
and arrangement
of  graphics
contribute  little
visual appeal to

NOT Evident



overall message.
Elements are well
placed in project.

message.
Elements are
suitably  placed in
project.

the overall
message.
Elements are not
well placed in
project.

Presentation -
Time

Presentation fills
the 3-minute time
frame but does
not exceed 4
minutes.

Presentation fits in
either time frame:
2:00-2:59
4:01-4:59.

Presentation is
under 2 minutes
or  reaches 5
minutes.

NO Attempt

Presentation (2) Student speaks
distinctly and
loudly enough to
be heard  clearly
with no
mispronounced
words. Student
exhibits good
posture  and
establishes eye
contact.

At times student
does  not speak
distinctly or loudly
enough to be
heard clearly. There
are only 1 or 2
mispronounced
words  and student
exhibits  good
posture OR
establishes eye
contact.

Student does
NOT speak
distinctly and
loudly enough to
be
heard clearly.
There  are more
than 2
mispronounced
words and student
exhibits poor
posture  AND little
or not eye contact.

NO Attempt

Interest (2) Student conveys
strong interest.

Student conveys
some interest.

Student conveys
little interest.

NO Attempt

Score – Side B

(27 pts possible)
+

Score – Side A

Total Score A + B

Maximum Score 57


